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In this part of the Lab. you,Lt buiid a basic
that fires a block of fNT into the

cannon

distance. The TNT wiil. expLode in the air
or on the ground. After you,ve buiLt your

first cannon, experiment by adjusting
the amount of TNT you use. or build your
cannon on the edge of a mountaintop to
increase its firing range. See bel.ow, right,

for more on how TNT works in Minecraft.
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1. Using stone btocks, buil,d two short
watts, eich one block high and nine
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Fig. 1t Buitd two short watls para[[el. to each
other and ctose off one end.
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2 haurs in ltiinecraft
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open end (fiS.

INVENTORY REQUIREIUENTS

Stone bLocks

button

top of the other. Destroy the b,tock
on the bottom (the one touching the
ground) and fil the cavity with water.

Redstone wire
Stone slab
Four redstone repeaters

The water should fLow alL the way to
the end of the wail, but not beyond it
(fiS. Z). Adding water to the bottom

TNT

ONLINE RESOURCE
To see what

it

would be Like to be

human cannonbaLL, check out this
Youlube video by DanTDM:
h
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Fig.2: Add water to the
to ensure that the cannon

m

ofthe cavity
exptode

when the TNT ignites.
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2. At the closed end of the foundation,
place two blocks of stone, one on

Bucket of water
Lever or

btocks [ong. Buitd the watls para[tet to
'each other and one block apart. Close

off the narrow area between them at
one end with another block of stone.
The TNT witt be launched from the
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of the cannon witl ensure that it won,t
explode when the TNT is ignited.
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3. Place the lever or button behind the
tatt block at the ctosed end of the
cannon. Connect the [ever to redstone

'

wire. Run the wire along most of the
tength of both wa[ts. Stop the wire one
btock short of the end of the wa[[ on
the right and two btocks short of the
end of the wa[[ on the

teft (fiS' 3)'

4. At the open end of the cannon, ptace
the stab on top of the water block and
add two more stone blocks to the watt

to the teft of the stab. Add redstone
wire on top of those btocks (fig. 4).
These btocks wit[ prime the TNTjust
before it's launched into the air. When
primed, or aetivated with redstone,
TNT blocks

Fig.4:

btink White.

5. Ptace four repeaters atong the teft

Place a slab a

open end. add

two blocks to the wa on the [eft. and run
I the btocks.
redstone wire on

watt and set the delaY on each to at
least two ticks (fig. 5). RePeaters
stow down the signal from the lever

just a bit so the TNT
before

it

bLock

is launched

explodes.

5. Make sure the redstone lever is disengaged, then
TNT btocks

fitt the water cavity with
(fiS. O).Puttthe switch!

The btocks of TNT witt explode, launchi4g the soLitary TNT btock at the open
end of the cannon into the air.

Fig.5:

Place four

Set the detay on

ers on the teft waLt
to at least two ticks.

Fig.3: Attach a [ever to redstone wire, Run
the wire along the walls, stopping it one
btock from the end of the right wal.L and two
btocks from the end of the left wa[[.

MORE TO EXPLORE
and
Have each fami[y or team member buitd a fortress around his or her cannon

the [ongest. 0bsidian is very resistant to explosions' Build
and then try to knock down an obsidian tower by firing TNT from multipte cannons.

see whose can survive
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Fig.6:

Disengage

,cavity with

TNT

lever,

fiLL

then

the water
the switc

puLL

